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Ulas Samchuk’s private letters of 50-70’s of XX century as an indicator of
literary époque

The article deals with researching of Ulas Samchuk’ private letters of 50-70’s of XX

century with famous artists. Special attention pays to writer’s life and art peripeteias through

the prism of his epistolary. The peculiarities of certain literary discussions of Ulas Samchuk in

his letters of the 50's and 70's of the twentieth century were found; on the basis of a specific

textual analysis a description of the main life and creative peripets of the writer is given;

revealed aspects that require further study. Studied and researched the epoque in which U.

Samchuk lived and worked, through the prism of his epistolary.
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Introduction. Letters of writers is an invaluable source of evidence about the life and

work of masters of words and their correspondents. The special value of correspondence is that

they reflect a particular moment in the life of the writer, his thoughts, beliefs, literary

preferences.

The famous writer Ulas Samchuk left a pretty significant epistolary heritage that

extremely deepens our knowledge about the era in which he lived, about features of his literary

and private life.

Despite some achievements in the field of research of epistolary, it is still not

sufficiently studied the social functions of correspondence, the character of depiction reality in

them, their content and other features.

Theoretical framework. Particularly noteworthy studies of L. Vashkiv [Vashkiv 1998:

26], M. Kotsiubynska [Kotsiubynska а 2001: 53], V. Kuzmenko [Kuzmenko 1998: 34], Zh.

Liakhova [Liakhova 1984: 45], H. Mazokha [Mazokha 2008: 42], V. Sviatovets [Sviatovets

1981: 17] and others. However epistolary heritage of the writer, it is worth noting, needs still

quite considerable attention.

Thus, the relevance of our scientific exploration contained in the material of the research

and its problems.

The purpose is to study and research the era in which U.Samchuk lived and worked

through the prism of his epistolary. Realization of this goal requires the following tasks: to find

out some specifics of literary discussions of Ulas Samchuk in his letters of 50-70's of the XX

century; on the basis of specific textual analysis give characteristics of the main vicissitudes of

life and creative writer; identify aspects that need further study.
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Correspondences of outstanding individuals certainly attract and hardly ever stop to

attract attention. Perhaps letters, as well as other literary documents contain very rich historical,

actual, real material needed for understanding the life and work of the writer, artist, critic,

thinker.

Main subsections. Studying carefully collected, saved by time and circumstances

correspondences of U. Samchuk, we gradually narrows the actual field of view, our perception

is exacerbated - and "other" secret life, unbiased, closed by the curtain of artist's life appears as

if from nothing. [Мовчан 1993: 29].

Reproducing some moments and creative activity of the outstanding writer of Diaspora

Community of Ukraine, posting or commenting on documents illuminated new page of life and

achievements of U.Samchuk, it is important not only confined by private observations, never

forget that the acquisition is dictated by the writer and the circumstances of time and

peculiarities of thinking of the writer. Ulas Samchuk belongs to the cohort of masters of words

for which the spiritual image of Ukraine, "Ukrainian idea" carrying aesthetic and ideological

nature. His understanding of Ukraininism and its vision found expression not only in

journalistic and artistic works of the artist, but also in his epistolary heritage. “I’m a writer of

Ukrainian people not because I can write. So I writer, that I feel a duty to the people. God has

put in my hands the pen. Let it be permitted to use it for good, to the required”, - wrote

Samchuk about himself and his role in the history of Ukraine. [Polishchuk 1993: 86].

Analysis of the correspondence of Ulas Samchuk allows us to trace not only the various

ups and downs of his life, literary work, but also complicated relations and sociable relationship

with Yu.Shereh, I.Bahrianiy, O.Shtul, D.Duchynskiy and others.

Bright pages of letters full of pathos struggle, devoted to practical cases and contain

strict, aphoristic in form, high in content writer reflection on the purpose of the task of literature.

Comrades, friends and colleagues, close and friendly association of writers that was broken

with an iron hand of fate - all this tragedy arises from the pages of correspondence of

U.Samchuk in full growth, and again we are able to experience the phenomenon of his

immortality-balanced chronicle of culture as a phenomenon, that by its nature is unique.

Correspondence of U.Samchuk - is a complex, multifaceted process that penetrated by

many internal offs, is an important factor of his epoch, which requires special study. His

influence on the development of literature, the state of public opinion and so far not adequately

appreciated.

At the turn of epochs - realism and modernism - conceived the idea, one of the initiators

of which was U.Samchuk, to combine all artistic forces that were then as "wandering comet" in

the "stratosphere camps" into one, even "without consent in family" organization. Such an
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organization was the Artistic Ukrainian Movement (AUM) and therefore in the history of

Ukrainian literary process of the XX century - a unique phenomenon - literature of AUM period.

Besides U.Samchuk, who led the association, at its origins were such prominent masters of

words like Yu.Shereh, I.Bahrianiy, V.Petrov (Domontovych) I.Kostetskiy and others. In total,

around the organization come together over a hundred Ukrainian writers.

U.Samchuk continuously exchanged letters with members of the AUM, sometimes

written in a confessional tone. The most intense and sometimes seems untouched and literary-

critical issues is correspondence of U.Samchuk with I.Bahrianiy. In the letters sound sharp, but

at the same time moderate and informed judgments about issues in the literature. And it was not

easy, because each respondent was sure that he is right. These are, for example, epistles of

U.Samchuk to I.Bahrianiy written in 1950’s. In a friendly tone, balanced, relaxed conversation

sometimes there is some discontent of U.Samchuk by different political passions of I.Bahrianiy

that simultaneously does not prevent him (U.Samchuk) to admire the literary talent of the writer,

his incomparable artistic talent and discuss with him the range of common issues and interests.

This, in particular, shows the following letter dated 30.I.1950: „... And another one. Recently,

Basil Levitsky called me and asked me to send you greetings, as also requested that you did not

use in your humoresques English-Ukrainian lingo. I join to his thought as well. We can not

enter this "fashion" even when it comes to humor. Anglo-Ukraine [ing] lingo is one of the most

vulgar and absolutely not inherent to us. From that, later, can be serious language complications,

and most importantly, I feel sorry for you as the author, because believe me - it will not gain

you the right to literature. You will just miss your abilities. Write, work... You will be the first-

class humorist, but not at the expense of the cheapest. You could give a humorous novel,

something more. Have many topics. In America people like humor. Good thing could be

translated into English. And all your "humoresques" that printed in "Freedom", will not go

further than "Freedom". I beg you - do not be angry at me, I say this with respect and love for

you ... Because I am convinced in this ... " (I shche odno. Otse nedavno dzvonyv do mene Vasyl

Levytskyi i prosyv mene peredaty Vam pryvity, yak takozh prosyv, shchob Vy ne vzhyvaly u

Vashykh humoreskakh anhlo-ukrainskoho zhargonu. Ya do yoho dumky takozh tsilkom

pryiednuius. Ne mozhemo vvodyty takoi «mody» navit, koly tse stosuietsia humoru. Anhlo-

ukrain. zhargon odyn z naivulharnishykh i zovsim nam ne prytamannyi. Z toho mozhut

piznishe vynyknuty povazhni movni uskladnennia, a holovne, shkoda Vas, yak avtora, bo

povirte meni – tse ne zdobude Vam prava na literaturu. Vy lyshe zmarnuiete Vashi zdibnosti.

Pyshit, pratsiuite… Z Vas vyide pershoriadnyi humoryst, ale ne koshtom naideshevshym. Vy b

mohly daty humorystychnyi roman, shchos bilshe. Maiete bahato tem. U Amerytsi humor

liubliat. Dobru rich mzhna bulob pereklasty na anhliisku movu. A vsi ti Vashi «humoresky»,
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shcho drukuiutsia u Svobodi dali Svobody ne pidut. Duzhe proshu – ne hnivaites na mene, ya

tse kazhu z poshany i liubovy do Vas… Bo ya vtsomu perekonanyi... ) [Samchuk 1950: 320].

U.Samchuk and I.Bahrianiy often sent their manuscripts to one another, looking forward

to a rigorous, balanced, but friendly assessment. And they did not mistake in their calculations.

In letters of both respondents often sound testimonials about submitted on paper or manuscript,

testimonials were concise and more detailed, but always reasonable criticisms. Mutual

exchange of experiences and thoughts in letters like curtain gives us a creative workshop of

both writers.

Correspondence of U.Samchuk and Yu.Shereh conducted in another area. The dominant

of correspondence was only literature. Because of this, letters are purely private and business

nature. Both respondents consider suggestions and comments of another one.

Yu.Shereh as a professor at Columbia University also belonged to AUM. U.Samchuk

did not hide his positive attitude towards him, in this we can make sure from the following

letter to Yu.Shereh dated 30.01.1979.: „... Your "Second turn" (meaning literary works of

Yu.Shereh, systematized in three volume edition – M.P.). My opinion is that this book and your

article about "Styles of modern Ukrainian literature in exile" go down in history of our literature

as examples of classics of the genre. Even my poor man Sheremeta honored to be carefully

pulled apart and goodly laid back, but what for the others ... Marvelous. Thank you for these

things forever and ever. "( Vasha “Druha cherha”. Moia dumka, shcho tsia knyzhka ta shche

Vasha stattia pro “Styli suchasnoi ukrainskoi literatury na emihratsii” uviidut v istoriiu nashoi

literatury yak zrazky klasyky tsoho zhanru. Navit mii vbohyi Sheremeta (idetsia pro roman U.

Samchuka “Iunist Vasylia Sheremety” (1947) – M. P.) udostoivsia chesty buty staranno

rozibranym na chastyny i nazad harno zlozhenyi, a shcho zh do inshykh… Nepereversheno.

Diaka Vam za tsi rechi vo viky i viky!) [Samchuk 1979: 873].

In the letter of U.Samchuk to Yu.Shereh dated 11.03.1979 we find other evidence of

Samchuk’s commitment to linguist: "Your life, Yuri Volodymyrovych, in my vision, seems

rich, kind of creative. All you have done will enrich very significantly the means of our culture,

for me you are very amazing with your sharp talent to see and to understand this with word.

Somehow it happened that, for example in our literature, I can not find equal to you in the area

of critics and seems unfortunate that you could not devote to this case your whole life ... "

(Vashe zhyttia, Yuriiu Volodymyrovychu, z moiei tochky bachennia, vydaietsia bahatym,

svoieridnym tvorchym. Vse zroblene Vamy duzhe pomitno zbahatyt zasoby nashoi kultury, dlia

mene Vy osoblyvo vrazhaiuchi Vashym hostrym talanom bachyty i rozumity tse slovom.

Chomus tak stalosia, shcho, napryklad, u nashii literaturi, ya ne znakhodzhu Vam rivnoho v
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diliantsi krytyky i, zdaietsia, shkoda, shcho Vy ne mohly prysviatyty tsii spravi tsiloho svoho

zhyttia...) [Samchuk 1979: 873].

In correspondence of U. Samchuk, taking into account the historical-literary, socio-

psychological and literary-household subtext, we are able to trace the main stages of the

creative evolution of the writer. His inner, spiritual growth proceeded difficultly, not at all

unilaterally and not straightforward. The distance in time allows us thoroughly and

comprehensively trace this process of intellectual and spiritual growth of the artist, which was

due to the natural course of history and time. Time has brought some changes to the literature,

while distributing the demand for the book market, the critical delimitation and confrontation

between journalists, readers and writers. U.Samchuk acutely felt all the hardships, was forced to

be in an environment dictated by time, which covered all and was against all. The writer was a

very strong, unusually cheerful person. Many of his respondents gave him such a force, whose

letters certifying about it. In particular, he notes in correspondence to D. Duchynsky dated

2.12.1958.: „... Such letters give me moral support in the fight against those who can not or do

not want to understand my plans and those problems that I try to touch in my literary works.

Meanwhile, these problems require us, writers, an explanation. I'm not sure if I'm doing it well,

so reader’s feedback gives me the ability to control myself. Please do not forget me again - I try

to find the means and the opportunity to write and publish the third book from this trilogy’’

(Taki lysty (idetsia pro poperedno oderzhanyi U. Samchukom lyst vid D. Dubynskoho. – M.P.)

daiut meni moralnu pidtrymku v borotbi z tymy, shcho ne mozhut, abo ne khochut rozumity

moikh zadumiv i tykh problem, shcho ya namahaiusia u svoikh literaturnykh pratsiakh

zatorknuty. Mizh tym, ti problemy vymahaiut vid nas, literatoriv, vyiasniannia. Ya ne ye pevnyi

chy ya robliu tse dobre, a tomu vidhuky chytachiv daiut meni mozhlyvist kontroliuvaty sebe

[Samchuk 1958: 487].

Life displaced an idyll. Persistently, all the same question arose about the appointment

of a writer, a worthy reader; the controversy about this passes through all the correspondence of

U. Samchuk and is observed in particular in the epistol to O. Shtul dated from September 8,

1965: “From the time we met, my overall situation changed considerably. I had to leave my

writer's work, I went "to someone else", purely for the sake of dry bread... There was no way

out. All my attempts to hold on to the literature did not yield any results. It was a jubilee, I got

rewards and lots of words, but no means for life. Our campaign for the publication / re-

publication / "Volyn" did not give any consequences... Our audience was completely indifferent

to literary matters, and to that, joined a long-running upheaval on me with a very broad front

from the Bolsheviks, through Dontsov, the various parish parties up to Kosach... Everyone
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prefers to see me as a "member" of a parish, but not a writer. And from this comes a whole

disaster...” [Samchuk 1965: 879].

In many works Ukrainian emigrant writers paid the greatest attention to Ukrainians in

the conditions of Soviet reality. Such is the work of Todos Osmachka "The Rotunda of

Murderers" (Rotonda dushohubtsiv): a terrible and at the same time an artistically true image of

the Ukrainian people, crucified by the Stalinist system.

Ulas Samchuk, in addition to the trilogy "OST", "On solid ground" (Na tverdii zemli),

has also created a number of memoirs "Five to twelfth" (Piat po dvanadtsiatii), "On a white

horse" (Na bilomu koni), "On horseback raven" (Na koni voronnomu), "Planet "D-P" (Plianeta

Di-Pi). In each of the prose works of U. Samchuk there is a certain stage of the great epic of the

Ukrainian man who began the campaign from "Volyn", and finished in the work "On Solid

Earth" (Na tverdii zemli). In his letter to I. Vovchuk, dated from March 4, 1958, the writer

resorted to his own interpretation of his creative works: "The author has never complained to

the end of his writing. Therefore, it is ready to rewrite it to the infinite (meaning the work "Why

not burn the fire" – M.P.). I sat down to rewrite, I have not finished yet, but I hope to finish it

soon. Basically, my personal preference / essay will be interesting. I would very much like to

finish the work on Chuprynka and the third volume of "Ost". That would be the end of my

literary act. Three volumes of "Ost" would be a product in our literature unique and once it

would have great significance" (Avtor nikoly ne vdovolenyi do kintsia svoim pysanniam. Tomu

hotov perepysuvaty yoho do bezkonechnoho (maietsia na uvazi tvir «Choho ne hoit vohon» -

M.P.). Ya siv perepysuvaty, shche ne skinchyv, ale nadiiusia skoro skinchyty. Zasadnycho

/moia osobysta opiniia/ tvir bude tsikavyi. Meni b duzhe khotilosia dokinchyty napochatyi tvir

pro Chuprynku i tretii tom «Ost». Tse bulo b zavershennia moho literaturnoho diiannia. Try

tomy «Ost» buly b tvorom u nashii literaturi unikalnym i kolys vin mav by velyke znachennia)

[Samchuk 1958: 391].

In our opinion, the letter to Ye. Malanyuk dated from March 11, 1958, in which the

author of "Mariia" shares his own conception of understanding literature: “And what about

“realism” and “rationalism” is not only our peasant. This is the only style of the entire world

literature of wide canvases. Whether it's Galsworthy, be it DurGar, be it Mazo de la Roche,

Steinbeck, Folkner or Michez - I would have brought you dozens, including classics like Balzac,

Tolstoy - all of them were realists in saying, in thought, in the planes. Depths and heights

without a terrestrial perspective, no depths and no heights... It is understood - there are still

mystics, symbolists, or simply people of the Ezopian word, but this is not always the most and

deepest. Sometimes ordinary and even clowns fall to throw some pizza incidents, but which

would not be that casuistry - it will never engage in wisdom, clarity, logic. Unfortunately, I
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sometimes think that, in particular, we, Ukrainians, love casuism more than wisdom. Confess

philosophy is not wisdom, but tricks” (A «realizm», a «ratsionalizm» tse ne lyshe nashe,

selianske. Tse yedynyi styl usiiei svitovoi literatury shyrokykh poloten. Bud tse Galsvorsi, bud

tse Diur Gar, bud tse Matso de lia Rosh, Steinbek, Folkner chy Michets – ya b naviv Vam

takykh desiatky, vkliuchno z klasykamy, yak Balzak, Tolstoi – vsi vony buly realistamy u

vyslovi, u mysli, u ploskostiakh. Hlybyny i vysoty bez zemnoi perspektyvy, niiaki hlybyny i

niiaki vysoty <…> Rozumiietsia – isnuiut shche mistyky, symvolisty, abo prosto liudy

ezopivskoi slovni, ale tse ne zavzhdy te naibilshe i naihlybshe. Inodi i zvychaini yurodyvi, a to

y klovny potrapliaiut kynuty yakis pifiini kazusy, ale yaka b ne bula ta kazuistyka – vona nikoly

ne zastupyt mudrosty, yasnosty, lohiky. Na zhal, meni inkoly prykhodyt dumka, shcho zokrema

my, ukraintsi, bilshe liubymo kazuistyku, nizh mudrist. Ispoviduiemo filosofiiu ne mudrosty, a

khytrosty) [Samchuk 1958: 639].

Ulas Samchuk tried to resist anything in the creative process because he believed that

his works would once again be recognized by world literature: "Please understand: all this for

me is only a nuisance, but it is the only means in our present conditions when we have neither

the publishers nor the reader to give our literature new works and thereby illuminate the

creative process of our culture outside the iron barrier under free conditions. Is our tragedy, but

what should we do? Raise our hands and surrender? " (Proshu mene zrozumity: vse to razom

dlia mene lyshe nepryiemnist, ale ye to yedynyi zasib u nashykh teperishnikh umovakh, koly

my ne maiemo ani vydavnytstva, ani chytacha, daty nashii literaturi novi tvory i tym samym

prozhovchyty tvorchyi protses nashoi kultury poza zaliznoiu zaslonoiu u vilnykh umovakh. Ye

to nasha trahediia, ale shcho maiemo robyty? Pidniaty ruky i zdatysia) (from letter of

U.samchuk to P.Bilosiuk dated from 27.09.1955) [Samchuk 1955: 343].

The documents testify that Ukrainian cultural figures outside the Soviet Union closely

followed the events in Ukraine, their constant creative connection with the Motherland is felt.

The physical absence of artists on the territory of Soviet Ukraine did not mean their actual

indifference to their native land and its cultural development. The writers of the Ukrainian exile

were not indifferent to historical events.

Conclusions. Abroad artists had the opportunity to print in their own magazines, which

helped to understand and support each other. For example, in the early 20's in Prague and

Berlin, the literary magazine "New Ukraine" operated, it helped to make newbies debut and

print their publications to the older generation of authors. Minor proportions of articles and

works preserved to our time by such writers and poets as V. Vynnychenko, O. Oles, Yu.

Kosach, T. Osmachka, H. Zhurba, P. Bohatsky, M. Voronyi, O. Olzhych, O. Teliha, U.

Samchuk, Ye. Malaniuk and many others clearly testify that the writers never broke the
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spiritual connection with Ukraine. According to V. Kuzmenko, "these correspondences are not

only critical of the current literary process, not only information about themselves and creative

ideas. Very often we will assume in them also a certain dose of a typical emigrant "bile",

generated by a not so unpopular situation in a foreign country, as a different nature of quarrels

in emigration, where each group considered the only correct only its path " [Kuzmenko 1998:

150].

An analysis of the epistolary heritage of Ulas Samchuk makes it possible to draw some

conclusions: writer’s correspondence is a source of a multifaceted, rich in details of life that

allows closer, more direct contact with U. Samchuk and his epoque;

- correspondence leads to both autobiography and creativity, to all manifestations of the

spiritual life of the writer;

- U. Samchuk's privately-friendly correspondence arose as a synthesis of a private and, at the

same time, friendly letter, and reflects the spontaneity, vividness of the process of creating an

epistol that carries the imprint of creative talent and features of the nature of the writer’s prose;

- letters and correspondents of the writer are brilliant examples of the epistolary style, which

characterize the high level of literary connections between the writer and his entourage. The

relations between the correspondents in private-friendly letters are marked by sufficient

substantive freedom;

The correspondence of U. Samchuk and his contributors are living pages of history,

history of literature, history of public opinion, history of literary life and social struggle.

Correspondence of U. Samchuk is an arena of historical and literary polemics, which

contributed to the ripening of the spiritual strength of the writer, his perception of himself as a

literary fighter for the highest ideals of national and universal culture. The analysis of the

correspondence of the writer gives all grounds to consider them an integral part of the literary

heritage of U. Samchuk.

In the process of studying the epistolary heritage of Ulas Samchuk, a number of aspects

have been identified that require further analysis: it is necessary to study the artist's letters from

the point of view of their artistic and historical value, as well as to determine the nature and

functions of the writer's correspondence in the literary process of the second half of the 20th

century.
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